Advances in information-processing technology have significantly eroded the advantages of small scale and proximity to customers that traditionally enabled community banks and other small-scale lenders to thrive. Nonetheless, U.S. credit unions have experienced increasing membership and market share, though consolidation has reduced the number of credit unions and increased their average size. We investigate the evolution of the efficiency and productivity of U.S. credit unions between 1989 and 2006 using a new methodology that benchmarks the performance of individual firms against an estimated order-α quantile lying "near" the efficient frontier. We construct a cost analog of the widely-used Malmquist productivity index, and decompose the index to estimate changes in cost and scale efficiency, and changes in technology, that explain changes in cost-productivity. We find that cost-productivity fell on average across all credit unions but especially among smaller credit unions. Smaller credit unions confronted an unfavorable shift in technology that increased the minimum cost required to produce given amounts of output. In addition, all but the largest credit unions became less scale efficient over time.
Introduction
Technological advances and changes in regulation have profoundly altered the landscape of banking in the United States and elsewhere. For example, the relaxation of restrictions on branching, both within and across state borders, precipitated a consolidated wave that has halved the number commercial banks in the United States since the mid-1980s. Over the same years, advances in information processing technologies lowered the cost of obtaining quantitative and other "hard" information about potential borrowers, and thereby reduced the advantages of small scale, close proximity and local ties that gave small, "community" banks a competitive advantage in lending to small businesses and other "informationallyopaque" borrowers (Petersen and Rajan, 2002; Berger, 2003; Bernanke, 2006) . Besides promoting consolidation among banks, regulatory and technological changes have spurred growth in the size of banks (Berger et al., 1999) . Large banks have tended to be more profitable than small banks in recent years, and exhibit larger increases in productivity and efficiency (Wheelock and Wilson, 2009 ).
Credit unions, like community banks, traditionally have served small retail customers.
Credit unions are mutual organizations that provide deposit, lending, and other services to a membership defined by an occupational, fraternal, or other common bond. A common bond is advantageous because it can reduce the cost of assessing the credit-worthiness of potential borrowers and thereby facilitate unsecured lending on reasonable terms to a credit union's members. The advances in information technology that have eroded the advantages of close customer relationships in business lending, however, have likely also eroded the advantages of small scale and common bond that traditionally have enabled credit unions to provide financial services to their members at low cost (Walter, 2006) . Thus far, credit unions seem to be adapting to the new environment. Since 1985, the share of U.S. depository institution assets held by credit unions has nearly doubled, from 3.3 percent to 6.0 percent, and credit union membership has increased faster than U.S. population, from 52 million members in 1985 to 93 million members in 2009. The Credit Union Membership Access Act of 1998 may have facilitated the increase in membership by affirming the right of credit unions to accept members from unrelated groups. Since then, the number and size of credit unions characterized by multiple common bonds has increased rapidly (Walter, 2006) . Credit unions now hold about 10 percent of U.S. household savings deposits, 9 percent of all consumer loans, and 13.2 percent of non-revolving consumer loans. Credit unions are also increasingly a source of business loans, and legislation pending in Congress would permit credit unions to offer even more business loans by increasing the cap for such loans from 12.25 percent of a credit union's total assets to 25 percent.
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As with commercial banks, the evolving competitive environment appears to favor larger credit unions, which have tended to grow more rapidly than smaller credit unions (Goddard et al., 2002) . Between 1985 and , the average, inflation-adjusted total assets of U.S. This paper investigates productivity growth among U.S. credit unions to assess how successfully credit unions have contained costs while fulfilling the desire of their members for favorable terms on loans and deposits. In this framework, we examine changes in costproductivity, i.e., the extent to which the cost of producing given levels of output has changed over time. Credit unions become more cost-productive if the cost they incur to produce given levels of outputs declines over time or, equivalently, if the levels of outputs they produce for a given level of cost rises. We also estimate changes in cost and scale efficiency for credit unions. Credit unions become more cost efficient if they move closer to the efficient frontier, and more scale efficient if they move closer to a region of the underlying technology characterized by constant returns to scale. A credit union could become more cost or scale efficient without becoming more cost-productive as a result of an unfavorable shift in the technology that increases the minimum feasible cost of producing given levels of outputs.
We specify a cost relationship for credit unions that takes account of the unique objectives of the owners of mutually-owned depository institutions for high deposit interest rates and low loan interest rates. We estimate the cost relationship non-parametrically using a suitably adapted version of the "order-α quantile" frontier estimators developed by Daouia (2003) , Daouia and Simar (2007) , and Wheelock and Wilson (2008) . By using a nonparametric estimator, we avoid the problem of specifying and estimating a potentially incorrect parametric cost function.
2 Further, unlike traditional nonparametric estimators, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA), our nonparametric order-α quantile estimator has a relatively rapid, root-n convergence rate (similar to parametric estimators) and is robust to data outliers.
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We construct the cost analog of the familiar Malmquist productivity index, defined in terms of our nonparametric estimator, and decompose the index to allocate changes in costproductivity to changes in cost efficiency, technology and scale efficiency. In addition, we decompose a residual term to gain insight into the sources of changes in scale efficiency. Our results indicate that, in general, credit unions became less cost-productive between 1989 and 2006, indicating that they incurred higher (inflation-adjusted) operating costs to produce given levels of output in 2006 than in 1989. We also find that smaller credit unions tended to experience larger declines in cost-productivity than large credit unions. Small credit unions appear to have faced a shift in the cost frontier that increased the minimum cost of producing given amounts of output. Although small credit unions, on average, became more cost efficient over time, they also became less scale efficient. By contrast, the largest credit unions became marginally less cost efficient on average, but somewhat more scale efficient.
Thus, our results are consistent with the conjecture that recent advances in technology and 2 Many studies have found that even relatively flexible functional forms, such as the translog function, are mis-specifications of cost relationships for banks and other depository institutions (e.g., McAllister and McManus, 1993; Wheelock and Wilson, 2001; Wheelock and Wilson, 2011) .
3 The root-n convergence rate obtains only if the estimator is used to estimate a partial frontier lying close to the full frontier, which is the approach we take here. changes in regulation have favored larger credit unions.
The rest of the paper unfolds as follows: Section 2 discusses recent literature on credit union performance. Section 3 describes the variables in a credit union cost relationship and presents our statistical model for estimation method. Section 4 defines measures of changes in cost-productivity, efficiency, etc., and Section 5 reports and discusses the estimation results.
The final section presents our conclusions.
Literature Review
The performance of U.S. credit unions has been evaluated on several dimensions. Most studies assume that credit unions seek to minimize operating cost while maximizing member benefits in terms of the prices or variety of services they offer.
4 Fried et al. (1993) , for example, estimate the productive efficiency of credit unions in the context of a model in which credit unions seek to maximize member benefits in terms of the price, quantity and variety of services offered to members subject to resource availability and the operating environment. The study employs a nonparametric free disposal hull (FDH) estimator and data from 1990, and obtains a mean inefficiency estimate of 9.2 percent. That is, they find that, on average, credit unions are capable of producing 9.2 percent more service with the amounts of variable resources available. Notably, the study also finds that larger credit unions, measured in terms of total assets, are more efficient than small credit unions. Frame et al. (2003) also examine efficiency in the context of a model that assumes that credit unions seek to minimize non-interest costs subject to input prices, the level and types of output they produce, and the prevailing production technology. Based on estimation of a parametric translog cost function using data from 1998 for credit unions with more than $50 million of total assets, Frame et al. (2003) find significant differences in the performance of large credit unions with different types of common bonds. Specifically, they find that credit unions with residential common bonds have higher costs than those with occupational or associational bonds.
Studies have also examined the effects of mergers on credit union performance. For 4 See Smith et al. (1981) , Smith (1984) , Fried et al. (1993) , Fried et al. (1999) , Frame et al. (2003) , and Bauer (2008) . A few studies have found some evidence of agency problems at credit unions to the detriment of their members (Emmons and Schmid, 1999b; Frame et al., 2003; and Leggett and Strand, 2002) . However, we make no attempt here to distinguish between the interests of credit union managers and members.
example, Fried et al. (1999) investigate the impact of mergers on credit union efficiency in the context of a model in which credit unions seek to minimize cost while maximizing the services provided to members. The study uses data envelopment analysis (DEA) to estimate efficiency relative to a "member service performance" frontier, and finds that, on average, credit unions that engage in acquisitions are more efficient than those that are acquired.
Further, the study finds that members suffer no deterioration in service when their credit union acquires another credit union, whereas members of acquired credit unions tend to experience improved service. Bauer et al. (2009) also examine the impact of mergers on credit union performance, using the event study methodology for detecting changes in credit union performance of Bauer (2008) . Based on data for 1994-2004, the study finds that members of acquired credit unions benefit from higher deposit interest rates and lower loan interest rates compared with expected rates based on pre-merger information. Further, the study finds that the interest rates offered by credit unions that make acquisitions are not significantly affected by mergers.
Several studies investigate the relationship between credit union costs and firm size. Many find that average operating expenses decline as credit unions become larger (Emmons and Schmid, 1999a; Leggett and Strand, 2002; Wilcox, 2006) . Further, Goddard et al. (2008) find that larger credit unions are better able to diversify into non-traditional product lines, such as business loans, credit cards and mutual funds, and that doing so reduces the volatility of their earnings. Wheelock and Wilson (2011) evaluate alternative measures of returns to scale for credit unions using a cost relationship that takes account of the benefit of high deposit interest rates and low loan interest rates to credit union members, similar to the models of Fried et al. (1993) , Fried et al. (1999) , and Frame et al. (2003) . Wheelock and Wilson (2011) find that nearly all U.S. credit unions operate under increasing returns to scale, which seems consistent with the faster average growth rates of total assets, membership and earnings observed among larger U.S. credit unions (Goddard et al., 2002) . Wheelock and Wilson (2011) estimate returns to scale both along a ray from the origin through the median observed vector of credit union outputs ("ray-scale economies") and along rays from the origin through the observed output vector for each credit union ("expansion-path economies"). The study finds evidence of rapidly increasing ray-scale economies below the median total assets of U.S. credit unions, but near constant returns for larger credit unions. However, estimates of expansion-path scale economies, which may better reflect scale economies near the combinations of inputs and outputs in actual credit union Although prior research has found some evidence that larger credit unions are more efficient and have lower average costs than small credit unions, studies have not investigated changes in credit union performance over time except to compare performance before and after mergers. Here we investigate changes in the cost-productivity and efficiency (both cost and scale efficiency) of credit unions. We focus particularly on whether changes in performance varied systematically across credit unions of different sizes, as predicted by studies discussing the effects of recent changes in regulation and information technology.
Variable Specification and Statistical Model

Model
Credit unions are mutual organizations that make loans, accept deposits, and provide other services to their members. Whereas commercial banks attempt to maximize the spread between interest paid on deposits and interest charged for loans, credit unions presumably attempt to provide favorable terms on both loans and deposits to their members. Following previous studies (e.g., Smith et al., 1981; Smith, 1984; Fried et al., 1993; Fried et al., 1999; Frame et al., 2003; Bauer, 2008) , we model credit unions as service providers that seek to minimize non-interest costs (COST ) subject to the prices of labor and capital input, the prevailing production technology, and the level and types of output they produce. We specify two variable output quantities, namely total loans (LOANS ) (the sum of real estate loans, commercial loans, and consumer loans) and other investments (INVEST ). In addition, we specify two quasi-fixed outputs that reflect benefits to members: savings pricing (PRSAV ) and loan pricing (PRLOAN ). Following Frame et al. (2003) , we specify the price dimension of service to credit union members as the average interest rates on deposits and loans. Also like Frame et al. (2003) , our model includes as inputs financial capital (CAP ) and labor (LAB ) and the corresponding input-prices (WCAP and WLAB ) faced by each credit union; variable cost (COST ) equals (WCAP × CAP) + (WLAB × LAB). Table 1 lists the variables in our model and reports how each is defined in terms of call report items. production, indicate that even the largest credit unions operate under increasing returns to scale.
6 Call report data for individual credit unions are available from the National Credit Union Administration (http://www.ncua.gov).
We define
and
where x is a vector of production inputs, w is the corresponding vector of input prices, y 1 is a vector of variable outputs, and y 2 is a vector of quasi-fixed outputs. Using the reciprocal of the loan pricing variable PRLOAN in (3.4) maintains increasing costs with respect to output quantities.
We specify a cost relationship in terms of the output quantities and input prices defined above. We estimate the relationship non-parametrically using a modified version of the order-α quantile frontier estimators of Daouia (2003) , Aragon et al. (2005) , Daouia and Simar (2007) , and Wheelock and Wilson (2008) . Nonparametric estimation avoids the problem of specification error. As noted previously, even fairly flexible function forms, such as the translog function, have been found to mis-specify cost relationships for banks and credit unions (e.g., Wheelock and Wilson, 2011) . Of course, any efficiency estimates based on estimation of a mis-specified model would be suspect.
Unlike DEA and similar nonparametric frontier estimators, which measure a firm's performance relative to an estimate of the efficient frontier, order-α quantile estimators measure efficiency in terms of a quantile lying "near" the efficient frontier. The advantage of using order-α quantile estimators is that, unlike DEA and other traditional nonparametric frontier estimators, order-α quantile estimators are both robust to data outliers and have the rapid root-n convergence rate of linear parametric estimators.
Because order-α quantile estimators are fairly new and have been used less frequently than DEA and similar nonparametric methods, we next describe in some detail our statistical model and distance function measures.
Inefficiency Measurement
Given vectors x ∈ R p + of p input quantities and y ∈ R q + of q output quantities, standard microeconomic theory of the firm posits a production set at time t represented by
This set represents the set of feasible combinations of inputs and outputs at a given point in time, and may change with the passage of time. We assume throughout that the production set P t is free-disposal, i.e., if (x, y) ∈ P t , then ( x, y) ∈ P t ∀ x ≥ x and 0 ≤ y ≤ y. We also assume throughout that all production requires the use of strictly positive levels of some inputs; i.e., (x, y) ̸ ∈ P t if x = 0 and y ≥ 0, y ̸ = 0. These assumptions are standard in microeconomic theory; e.g., see Shephard (1970) or Färe (1988) .
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It is often assumed in addition that P is closed. Then the upper boundary of P t , denoted P ∂ t , is referred to as the technology or production frontier, and is defined by
Free disposability of the production set P t implies monotonicity of the frontier P ∂ t .
Firms face input prices w ∈ R p ++ corresponding to the inputs represented in x. For a given input-price vector w,
is the set of feasible combinations of cost and outputs. Note that C(w, P t ) ⊂ R q+1 + . The set C(w, P t ) is completely determined by P t and the given input price vector w. Free disposability of P t implies a type of free disposability for C(w, P t ); i.e., if (w ′ x, y) ∈ C(w, P t ), then (w ′ x, y) ∈ C(w, P t ) ∀ x ≥ x and 0 ≤ y ≤ y. If P t is assumed closed and convex, then C(w, P t ) must also be closed and convex. If P t is closed, then we can replace P t in (3.7)
with P ∂ t to obtain the cost frontier
which forms the lower boundary of the set C(w, P t ).
7 Throughout, we define inequalities involving vectors on an element-by-element basis; e.g., for x, x ∈ R p + , x ≥ x means that some number ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p} of the corresponding elements of x and x are equal, while (p − ℓ) of the elements of x are greater than the corresponding elements of x.
The minimum cost of producing output levels y from quantities of inputs x at prices w ∈ R p ++ is given by the cost function
A standard measure of cost efficiency for a firm facing input prices w and using input quantities x to produce output quantities y with (x, y) ∈ P t is
(3.10) Färe et al. (1985) refer to the inverse of ρ(w ′ x, y | w, P t ) as "overall" efficiency.
The standard measure of cost inefficiency defined in (3.10) holds output levels fixed.
However, just as technical efficiency can be measured in various directions, cost efficiency can also be measured in different directions. For example, one might use
to measure cost efficiency. These measures are illustrated in Figure 1 for a given, constant input-price vector w and a single output quantity. The curve passing through points B, D, and E is the (minimum) cost function C(y | C(w, P t )) defined in (3.9). For the costinefficient firm operating at point A, the standard measure of cost efficiency defined in (3.10)
gives a cost inefficiency measure ρ = AC AB > 1. The output cost efficiency measure defined in
> 1, while the hyperbolic cost efficiency measure defined in (3.12) yields
. Here, τ is the feasible proportion by which output could be expanded while holding costs constant, whereas κ is the feasible equi-proportionate reduction in costs and simultaneous increase in output.
The hyperbolic measure defined in (3.12) is the cost analog of the hyperbolic technical efficiency measures considered by Färe et al. (1985) , Wheelock and Wilson (2008), and Wilson (2009) . The advantages of the hyperbolic cost efficiency measure in (3.12) are similar to those of its hyperbolic technical efficiency counterpart; see Wilson (2011) for discussion.
Our model of credit union activities described in Section 3.1 treats some credit union outputs as variable and some as quasi-fixed. Hence, we partition the output vector y by
where y 1 ∈ R q−r + , y 2 ∈ R r + , and r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q} is the number of quasi-fixed outputs, r ≤ q. Now consider a credit union facing input prices w and operating at (x, y) ∈ P t . In order to deal with quasi-fixed outputs while retaining some of the flavor of the hyperbolic distance measure defined in (3.12), we can define the conditional distance function
to measure cost efficiency. The measure γ(w ′ x, y | C(w, P t )) gives the feasible, simultaneous, proportionate reduction in cost w ′ x and increase in variable outputs y 1 holding quasi-fixed outputs y 2 constant.
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The various measures that have been introduced so far are unobserved, and must be estimated from a random sample
It is well-known that P t , and hence C(w, P t ), can be estimated by the free disposal hull (FDH) estimator proposed by Deprins et al. (1984) or the data envelopment analysis (DEA) estimator proposed by Farrell (1957) .
These estimators envelop all of the sample observations; consequently, the corresponding efficiency estimators are sensitive to outliers or extreme values in the data. In addition, both FDH and DEA estimators of P t , as well as the corresponding efficiency estimators, suffer from the well-known curse of dimensionality. 9 Two alternatives to FDH and DEA estimators have been developed. Cazals et al. (2002) introduced the notion of order-m 8 Unlike the distance function defined in (3.12), in which all input prices and output quantities are variable, the distance function in (3.14) holds y 2 fixed. This distance function is similar to the directional distance function introduced by Chambers et al. (1996 Chambers et al. ( , 1998 , except that efficiency is measured along a hyperbolic path in the (q + 1)-dimensional subspace spanned by (w ′ x, y 1 ) instead of along a linear path as in the case of directional distance functions.
9 See Park et al. (2000) for assumptions required for consistency of the corresponding FDH efficiency estimator and its asymptotic properties. See Kneip et al. (2008) and Park et al. (2010) for assumptions required for consistency of the corresponding DEA efficiency estimator and its asymptotic properties under variable returns to scale and constant returns to scale. Park et al. (2000) establish a convergence rate of n −1/(p+q) for the FDH efficiency estimator, while Kneip et al. (2008) establish a rate of n −2/(p+q+1) under variable returns to scale. Under constant returns to scale, the convex-cone version of the DEA estimator is shown by Park et al. (2010) to converge at rate n −2/(p+q) .
partial frontiers, while Daouia (2003) , Aragon et al. (2005) , and Daouia and Simar (2007) introduced the concept of order-α partial frontiers that envelop most, but not all, sample observations and consequently avoid the extreme sensitivity to outliers encountered with FDH and DEA estimators. Aragon et al. (2005) and Daouia and Ruiz-Gazen (2006) show that partial frontiers based on α-quantile estimators have robustness properties superior to those of partial frontiers based on order-m estimators.
In order to adapt the order-α idea to our setting, we use the probabilistic framework introduced by Cazals et al. (2002) and extended by Daraio and Simar (2005b) . In particular,
for random input-output vectors (X, Y ) ∈ S t n , we posit a joint probability measure leading to the distribution function
at time t. As noted by Daouia and Simar (2007) , this distribution function completely characterizes the data-generating process. Given the assumption Pr((X, Y ) ∈ P t ) = 1 introduced earlier, HGiven a vector of input prices w, H t induces a distribution function
with support over the set
non-decreasing in x and monotone, non-increasing in y; therefore, G t is monotone, nondecreasing in w ′ x and monotone, non-increasing in y. The domain of G t (w ′ x, y) has (q + 1) dimensions, whereas the domain of H t (x, y) has (p+q) dimensions. Although the α-quantile estimator we use is root-n consistent, decreasing the number of dimensions should reduce its variance.
The distribution function G t (w ′ x, y) defined in (3.16) can be decomposed by writing 17) where Y has been partitioned into components Y 1 and Y 2 as in (3.13). The first term on the right-hand side of (3.17) is a conditional distribution function, while the second term is the joint survivor function for the quasi-fixed outputs y 2 . Then for all y such that S t (y 2 ) > 0, (3.14) can be rewritten as
More importantly, for all y such that S t (y 2 ) > 0 and for α ∈ (0, 1], a conditional α-quantile hyperbolic distance function is defined by
This distance function blends features of the conditional input-and output-oriented order-α quantile efficiency measures proposed by Daouia (2003) , Aragon et al. (2005) and Daouia and Simar (2007) , and the unconditional hyperbolic order-α quantile distance function defined by Wheelock and Wilson (2008) . For a unit operating at (w ′ x, y) ∈ C(w, P t ), and for
1, the distance function defined by (3.19) gives the simultaneous, proportionate (decrease, increase) in cost w ′ x and (increase, decrease) in variable outputs y 1 (holding quasi-fixed outputs y 2 constant) that would result in the firm being dominated by units incurring (weakly) less cost than γ α w ′ x and producing (weakly) more than γ α y 1 variable output while producing y 2 quasi-fixed output with probability
by the freedisposability assumption.
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Along the lines of Daouia and Simar (2007) , for all (
11 Similar representations of input, output, hyperbolic, and directional distance functions have been made by Daraio and Simar (2005a) , Daouia and Simar (2007) , Wilson (2011) , and Simar and Vanhems (2012) .
12 Deprins et al. (1984) introduced the concept of dominance in the production setting. 13 It might be tempting to define an unconditional measure along the lines of Wheelock and Wilson (2008) , with efficiency measured along a hyperbolic path in the subspace spanned by (w ′ x, y 1 ). For example, one could write
where again α ∈ (0, 1]. However, this distance function may not exist. In particular, for some points, it is possible that G
in other words, there might be insufficient probability mass in some regions of the support of G t to allow any scaling of the point (w ′ x, y 1 , y 2 ) along the path (δ −1 w ′ x, δy 1 , y 2 ), δ > 0, such that the probability given by G t (δ −1 w ′ x, δy 1 , y 2 ) can be made greater than (1 − α). Consequently, we use the conditional measure defined in (3.19). 0 we can now define the conditional, hyperbolic α-quantile efficient frontier as the set (3.20) In the language of Daouia and Simar (2007) , C ∂ α (w, P t ) is the set of efficient cost-output combinations at the level (α × 100)-percent. Points (w ′ x, y) ∈ C ∂ α (w, P t ) have probability (3.20) forms the boundary of the closed set
This set is the order-α analog of the cost set introduced in (3.7); hence we call C α (w, P t ) the conditional, hyperbolic cost set of order-α. Clearly,
Although cost efficiency is typically measured relative to the frontier
as a benchmark offers several advantages; in particular, convergence is faster and, as explained below, inference is much simpler than when we use the cost frontier C ∂ (w, P t ) as the benchmark.
Estimation
Since P t and hence the other quantities that have been discussed here are unknown, they must be estimated from an observed sample
of data on firms' input and output quantities at time t. We assume that the observations in S t n are identically, independently distributed random draws from the distribution function H t (·, ·) introduced above in Section 3.2.
Wilson (2011) and Simar and Vanhems (2012) use simple transformations to prove consistency and other results for hyperbolic and directional distance measures. The idea is to transform the coordinate space in such a way that the problem becomes identical, in the new coordinate system, to one for which estimators with nice statistical properties have been developed. We use a similar device here.
Define a mapping ϕ : (3.23) and y
−1
1 denotes the vector of length (q − r) containing the inverses of the elements of y 1 . Let C ϕ (w, P t )) ∈ R q+1 + denote the set of points given by applying the transformation ϕ to every point in C(w, P t ). This transformation also induces a distribution function 
Since the transformation ϕ is monotonic, .22)-(3.23), and quantiles are stable with respect to monotonic transformations such as ϕ. Given free disposability of P t , it is easy to verify that
In addition, the decomposition in (3.24) is identical to the decomposition that appears in Daouia and Simar (2007, p. 378 , first line of second equation). Consequently, the distance function γ α (w ′ x, y) | C(w, P t ) defined in (3.19) can be written equivalently in terms of the (u, v)-coordinates as
where θ α (u, v) is the α-quantile input efficiency score defined in Daouia and Simar ((2007) , p. 379, Definition 2.1). In other words, the conditional α-quantile hyperbolic distance function defined in (3.19) for a unit operating at (w ′ x, y) ∈ C t (w, P t ) is equivalent to the reciprocal of the α-quantile input efficiency score defined by Daouia and Simar when evaluated
Note that in the (u, v)-coordinates, C ϕ (w, P t ) satisfies the same property as the production set P t in (x, y)-coordinates. Hence γ α (w ′ x, y | C(w, P t ) can be estimated by the reciprocal of the non-parametric estimator of the α-quantile input efficiency score discussed in Daouia and Simar (2007, Section 3) after transforming the data as described above. For fixed values of α strictly less than one, the estimator is strongly consistent, asymptotically normal, and converges at rate n 1/2 under the assumptions introduced in Section 3.2 and additional mild assumptions given by Daouia and Simar.
Measuring Changes in Performance
Although cost efficiency is measured at a point in time, it is often interesting to evaluate how efficiency, productivity, and other measures of performance evolve over time. In competitive industries, one would expect inefficient firms to be driven from the market, although this does not happen instantaneously and firms that are inefficient today might become more efficient tomorrow and vice-versa. In the case of non-profit organizations, such as credit unions, competitive pressures that would encourage efficient operation may be absent or operate differently than they do for profit-seeking firms.
In a production framework with only one input and one output, average product is defined as the ratio of output to input quantities. If P ∂ t exhibits constant returns to scale everywhere, then productivity and technical efficiency are equivalent, although they might be measured differently. With variable returns to scale, however, technically efficient firms operating along P ∂ t in regions of either increasing or decreasing returns to scale will be less productive than technically efficient firms operating along the constant-returns region of P ∂ t ; they might also be less productive than some technically inefficient firms. In a cost framework with only one output, average cost is simply cost divided by the single output quantity, and it is trivial to see how average cost changes over time. With multiple outputs, however, an index similar to the MP index is needed to provide a measure of change in cost-productivity, which is the multivariate analog of average cost. Recently, Ball et al. (2005) introduced a Malmquist cost-productivity (MCP) index to measure productivity growth within a cost framework similar to the framework developed above in Section 3.
14 They note that "since the cost structure of an industry is a fundamental determinant of costeffective production decisions, a cost framework as used in MCP is a desirable foundation for representing production patterns and analyzing the productive contributions of... outputs and inputs to production."
Here we extend the ideas of Ball et al. (2005) to define a MCP index in terms of the partial cost frontier C ∂ α (w, P t ) defined in (3.20), as opposed to the full cost frontier C ∂ (w, P t ) defined in (3.8). We also define our MCP index in terms of hyperbolic efficiency measures, rather than in terms of the usual input-or output-oriented efficiency measures. Hyperbolic efficiency measures have an important advantage in that the hyperbolic-based index is always defined, whereas an MP index defined using input-or output-measures may not exist for some points when the technology shifts or rotates over time.
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Our approach to measuring cost-productivity allows both cost and some outputs to vary.
In so doing, we avoid problems of infeasibility (i.e., existence) in the cross-period distance functions used to define components of the Malmquist cost-productivity index. Infeasibilities occur when all outputs are held constant and the cost frontier shifts so that a ray parallel to the cost axis from a credit union's location in one period does not intersect the estimated frontier in the other period. This problem was noted by Ball et al. (2005, p. 380) , who worked in the cost direction while holding output quantities fixed. Given that infeasibilities often occur in cross-period studies such as ours when output quantities are held fixed, researchers in other applications should find our approach useful.
MP and MCP indices must be defined in terms of constant returns to scale to properly measure productivity changes in either the production or cost framework, and to allow the index to be interpreted in terms of total factor productivity.
16 Let V(P t ) denote the convex cone (with vortex at the origin) of the production set P t so that P ⊆ V(P t ). Then P 16 See Färe and Grosskopf (1996) and Ball et al. (2005) for discussion.
the full cost frontier C ∂ (w, P t ) as 27) where γ(w ′ x, y | V(C α (w, Pmeasure cost efficiency holding output levels fixed, while the distance functions used to define M t 1 ,t 2 i (α) allow outputs to vary. Use of the convex hull operator V(·) in both indices means that efficiency is measured relative to constant returns to scale technologies in all cases, which is necessary for proper measurement of changes in productivity.
In the first ratio on the RHS of (4.27), the lower boundary of V ( C α (w
) provides a fixed benchmark against which to measure any change in the cost-productivity of a firm operating at (x Similarly, in the second ratio on the RHS of (4.27), the lower boundary of V ( C α (w
provides a second fixed benchmark against which to measure changes in cost-productivity. and Wilson (1999) . In particular, using the cost-efficiency measure defined in (3.19), the change in cost efficiency experienced by firm i between times t 1 and t 2 is given by the ratio
.
(4.28)
A value greater than (equal to, less than) 1 indicates an increase (no change, a decrease) in cost efficiency over the period from t 1 to t 2 .
Analogous to changes in technology (i.e., changes in the full frontier P t∂ ), changes in the order-α cost quantile are measured by the index
This index also consists of a geometric mean of two ratios. The first ratio on the RHS of (4.29) measures the extent to which the order-α cost frontier defined in (3.20) shifted between t 1 and t 2 along the hyperbolic path through the ith firm's position at time t 1 . Similarly, the second ratio measures the shift in the cost frontier along the hyperbolic path through the same firm's location at time t 2 . If T t 1 ,t 2 i (α) > 1, then the cost frontier shifts downward between t 1 and t 2 , creating the potential for a reduction in cost. If T t 1 ,t 2 i (α) < 1, then the cost frontier shifts upward, reflecting an increase in the minimum cost of producing given amounts of output. No change is indicated by T
The MCP index can be decomposed still further. For example, the decomposition used by Wheelock and Wilson (1999) contains two additional terms, analogous to
Some algebra confirms that M 
Data and Estimation Results
We use data on credit unions that are observed Table 2 are in some cases rather extreme. However, we were conservative in deleting implausible observations since screening data for implausible observations is always subjective to some extent and our estimators are robust with respect to outliers.
Empirical application of the order-α quantile estimator requires the choice of one or more values for α. Daouia and Simar (2007) and Wheelock and Wilson (2009) hence, we report estimates based only on α = 0.95.
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We computed estimates of the Malmquist cost-productivity index defined in (4.27) and its various components by replacing the unknown distance function values in (4.27)-(4.32) with estimates computed using the strategy described in Appendix A. Tables 3-8 19 The quintiles of total assets consist of credit unions with total assets in the following ranges: for 1989, $97, 038-$2,379,546; $2,379,546-$5,758,445; $5,758,445-$12,341,856; $12,341,856-$33,085,534; $33,085,534-$5,504,010,913; for 2006, $115,848-$3,512,487; $3,512,487-$9,204,064; $9,204,064-$22,949,767; $22,949,767-$67,414,680; $67,414,680-$25,754,336,720 (all figures in constant year 2000 dollars) .
20 Specifically, we draw from the empirical distribution of our data by selecting credit unions (uniformly, independently, and with replacement) to build a bootstrap pseudo data set. On a particular draw, if the ith credit union is selected, then its observations in both 1989 and 2006 enter the pseudo data. Once the pseudo data have been constructed, distances are measured from observations in the original data to quantiles estimated from the pseudo data, analogous to the original estimation. After 2,000 bootstrap replications, we use the various bootstrap values to estimate confidence intervals using the bias-correction described by Efron and Tibshirani (1993) . Significant difference from 1 is determined by whether an estimated confidence interval includes 1. Table   4 as well as possible improvements in technology, but also declines (on average) in costproductivity, as indicated by the results in Table 3 . Our results for changes in scale efficiency and its sub-components, reported in Tables 6-8, help resolve this apparent paradox. Table 6 reports estimates of changes in scale efficiency over 1989 indicate that most credit unions experienced either declines or no statistically significant changes in scale efficiency, indicated by mean values less than 1.0. Only two groups (the single credit union that moved from Q1 to Q5, and those that were in Q5 in both periods)
show improvements in scale efficiency, and only one of these is statistically significant.
Recall from the discussion in Section 4 that a credit union would become more scale efficient if (i) it moved closer to a region of constant returns to scale or (ii) a region of constant returns to scale shifted closer to the credit union's location in the cost space. To help disentangle these two effects, we turn to the results in Tables 7 and 8. The results for the residual term U Table 7 indicate that, on average, credit unions located in quintiles Q2-Q5 in 1989 would have experienced declines in scale efficiency had they remained at their 1989 locations in (w ′ x, y)-space. The estimates in Table 7 The results in Table 8 Table 6 , it appears that, on average, only the largest credit unions became more scale efficient between 1989 and 2006 (and even then, mean improvement was not generally statistically significant). In other words, although larger credit unions tended to move to locations where scale efficiency improved, the extent of improvement at those locations was insufficient to produce statistically significant gains in scale efficiency for most credit unions. Access Act of 1998, which permitted federally-insured credit unions to accept members from unrelated groups, did not substantially affect long-run patterns of productivity or efficiency change.
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We also investigated whether changes in productivity, efficiency, etc., differ systematically by credit union regulator or insurance agency. Federally-chartered credit unions are regulated and supervised by the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), and the deposits of operating costs in producing given levels of outputs. In addition, we find that productivity declines were largest among the smaller credit unions. Although small credit unions tended to become more cost efficient, adverse movement in the location and shape of the cost frontier at the left end of the size distribution resulted in significant declines in cost-productivity among small credit unions. Our results are thus consistent with the view that recent changes in regulation and technology have tended to favor larger depository institutions over their smaller competitors. They are also consistent with findings for commercial banks.
Methodologically, this paper provides innovation on several fronts. First, we adapted the hyperbolic unconditional quantile estimator of Wheelock and Wilson (2008) to the estimation of cost efficiency where input prices and some outputs are fixed, but other outputs and cost are variable. Second, we derived the corresponding cost analog of the Malmquist productivity index, which we decomposed to allocate changes in cost-productivity to changes in cost efficiency, technology, and scale efficiency. Further, we decomposed a residual term to gain insights about the sources of changes in scale efficiency. Finally, we developed an estimator of our new distance function, from which we derived estimators of our new Malmquist index and components. These techniques could be used in a variety of settings to examine changes in the performance of financial institutions and other types of firms.
A Appendix: Nonparametric Estimation Strategy
In order to estimate γ(w 
. By construction, the points in A i,n form an estimate of the frontier C ∂ α (w i , P t ) defined by (3.20) . Given the convergence of γ α (w
we can reasonably conjecture that A i,n converges pointwise to the true frontier C ∂ α (w i , P t ).
Also by construction, the conical hull of this estimate is V(
is thus estimated by distance to V(A i,n ), which can be computed to an arbitrary degree using the bisection method along the lines of Wheelock and Wilson (2008) .
The DEA estimator of the Shephard (1970) input distance function (e.g., see Simar and Wilson, 2000) can be used to assess convergence of the bisection method. Denote (for a particular firm i) the (q + 1)-tuples in A i,n by (z x,j , z y,j ) where
] ′ . Then for an arbitrary point (z x , z y ) ∈ R + 1 × R + q, the constant returns to scale version of the ? input distance function estimator θ(z x , z y | V(A i,n )) can be computed
The complete algorithm for computing an estimate γ(w
] ′ , and compute θ(z x , z y | A i,n ).
[10] If (γ b − γ a ) > ϵ, where ϵ is a suitably small tolerance value, repeat steps [8]- [9] . 
PRSAV -Savings pricing: [dividends on shares (CUSA4278) + interest on deposits (CUSA4279)] / total shares and deposits (CUSA2197).
PRLOAN -Loan pricing: interest and fee income on loans, total (CUSA(4010) / amount of total loans and leases (CUSA1263).
CAP -Financial capital: total shares and deposits (CUSA2196).
LAB -Labor: number of full-time credit union employees (CUSA6047) + (1/2 times) number of part-time credit union employees (CUSA6048).
WCAP -Price of financial capital: capital expenses, i.e. gross occupancy expense (CUSA4210) + office operations expense (CUSA4209) + advertising expense (CUSA4143) + travel and conference expense (CUSA4207) + loan expenses (CUSA4152) + operating expenses fees, professional and outside services (CUSA4211) + other operating expenses (CUSA4240) + miscellaneous operating expenses (CUSA4526), divided CAP WLAB -Price of labor: labor expenses, i.e. officers and employee compensation (CUSA4137), divided by LAB.
COST -Variable cost: capital expenses + labor expenses, i.e., (WCAP×CAP)+(WLAB× LAB). 
NOTE: Each cell contains two entries; the top entry gives the mean, and the bottom entry gives the number of observations. One, two, or three asterisks indicate significance at 90, 95, or 99-percent, respectively. 
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